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Abstract

Purpose
To determine awareness of glaucoma, ‘hintá anífraye’ and available eye health services among urban communities in Kumasi, Ghana. ‘Hintá anífraye’ is a recently developed term for glaucoma in the local Twi language.

Methods
Convenience sampling was used to survey the communities of four churches and two mosques in Kumasi, recruiting participants as they arrived to attend religious services. Ten interviewers collected data via quantitative, interviewer-administered questionnaires. An awareness grading system was devised to categorise participant knowledge from Level 0-4.

Results
Of a total 484 respondents, 269 (56% [95CI 52-60%]) had heard of glaucoma, and 284 (60% [95CI 56-64%]) had heard of either glaucoma or hintá anífraye. Only 142 (29%) had disease-specific knowledge of symptoms or causes. TV and radio were the main reported sources of information. Education, religious community, English language, male sex and older age were all found to be significant indicators of awareness, with education shown to be a key confounding factor. Overall 436 (90%) mentioned either a hospital or doctor as a place they knew they could seek help for an eye problem.
Conclusions

Awareness of glaucoma is higher than previously suggested from similar studies, but still very low from a global perspective. The findings suggest that media is a useful tool in disseminating health messages. Awareness of professional care was found to be remarkably high. Eye health promotion is recommended to raise awareness of glaucoma among this population.
Awareness of glaucoma and eye health services among faith-based communities in Kumasi, Ghana

INTRODUCTION

Globally, glaucoma is the second leading cause of blindness after cataract\(^1,2\) and the primary cause of irreversible blindness\(^3\). Glaucoma has higher prevalence amongst people of African descent, as well as earlier onset and more rapid progression, than in those of European descent\(^2-6\). Furthermore, evidence suggests that West Africa bears a heavier burden of glaucoma than other African regions\(^4,6,7\). Prevalence in Ghana is particularly high\(^4,8,9\), especially in relation to findings from Eastern or South Africa\(^4\).

Public awareness of glaucoma in West Africa is reportedly low\(^4,10-13\), with those having heard of the disease ranging from 3.6% in Ghana to 47% in Nigeria\(^10,13\). Other studies among West African students, health workers and eye clinic attendees have found higher numbers having heard of glaucoma but few with actual knowledge about the disease\(^14-18\). Consequently, West Africa has a large unmet need for glaucoma health promotion\(^9,10,12,16,19\).

To date, few studies have focused directly on glaucoma awareness in Ghana\(^11,13,18\). This study aimed to investigate awareness of glaucoma among members of faith-based communities in Kumasi, Ghana’s second largest city\(^20\). Such places of worship are a useful way to access the population\(^21,22\), particularly since Ghana’s population comprises 71% Christian and 18% Muslim\(^20\).
Public awareness of 'hintanifraye' was also investigated, a new word for glaucoma in the local dialect of Akan (Twi). The word has been piloted as part of a successful health campaign\(^{(11)}\) and subsequently adopted by The Glaucoma Association of Ghana\(^{(23)}\).

A secondary aim of the study was to investigate public awareness of available eye health services, which has shown to affect service uptake (and thus treatment) for other cause of blindness in West Africa\(^{(24,25)}\).

Such information may prove particularly useful in the planning of future health interventions. The study subsequently aims to provide baseline data for a glaucoma health intervention in the region.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

A team of ten interviewers collected data using a structured questionnaire. Four churches and two mosques were each visited once, on separate days over a period of two weeks in May 2015. Convenience sampling was used to recruit members as they attended a religious service at each place of worship.

The churches and mosques were selected based upon proximity, accessibility and size, and were not therefore a randomised cross-section of the urban population. Risk of repeat interview of the same participant was considered small since each community was only visited once, the churches were of different denominations, and no rewards were offered for participation.

Nine student volunteer interviewers were recruited from a local teaching hospital and were provided a training day by the principal investigator to ensure consistency in interview technique. All were literate, fluent in both English and Twi, and reported to be confident in verbally translating written English to Twi.

In total, eight interviewers spoke both English and Twi, one spoke just English, and one spoke English, Twi and Hausa. Participant inclusion criteria were those aged 18 or over, with capacity to consent and ability to communicate in interview. Interviewers were instructed to approach participants from a wide range of demographics (for example both males and females, old and young), to create a purposive element to the sampling with the aim of minimising selection bias. Informed consent was obtained verbally and a research information sheet provided with each interview.
Previous studies on glaucoma awareness were used to guide questionnaire design, including order of questions and selection of particular participant demographics\[^{11,13,26}\]. Only participants claiming to have heard of either glaucoma or hinta anifique were asked further questions on disease knowledge. These questions included where they first heard the name, how much they believed they knew (just the name, a little, or a lot), and if they knew of any symptoms or causes of the disease. Participants claiming to only know the name of the disease were not asked further questions on symptoms and causes.

All participants, regardless of glaucoma knowledge, were then asked to name all the places they knew could provide help for their eyes, if they would seek help for an eye problem, and if so where they would first seek help.

Responses were partially pre-coded to facilitate interview efficiency and analysis. The questionnaire was piloted outside Kumasi and subsequent adjustments made to ensure clarity of wording and appropriate question order.

**Ethics**

Ethical approval for the study was granted by the Leeds Institute of Health Sciences Research Ethics Sub-Committee.

**Analysis**

All data was anonymised, entered electronically and analysed using contingency tables and logistic regression with STATA (v7)\[^{27}\].
A knowledge scale was created for those who had heard of glaucoma/hinta anifraye. For responses concerning symptoms of glaucoma, a score of 0 was awarded for no knowledge or incorrect knowledge. A score of 1 represented knowledge that symptoms relate to the eye and a score of 2 represented accurate knowledge of disease-specific symptoms. This was used again for responses concerning causes of glaucoma, and the two scores were summated. Thus a knowledge grade of 0-4 was possible by the sum of scores for symptoms and causes. An overall score of 0 denoted no correct knowledge of either symptoms or causes of glaucoma; a score of 4 denoted accurate disease-specific knowledge for at least one symptom and at least one cause.

RESULTS

A total of 484 questionnaires were collected from eligible respondents.

Participant demographic data is summarised in Table 1.
Awareness and Knowledge

Participant awareness and knowledge of glaucoma is summarised in Table 2. 284 (60%, [95CI 56-64%]) respondents reported to have heard of either glaucoma or the new term hinta anifraye. 269 (56% [95CI 52-60%]) had heard of glaucoma whereas only 85 (18% [95CI 15-21%]) had heard of hinta anifraye. A total of 142 (29% [95CI 25-33%]) participants demonstrated disease-specific knowledge concerning symptoms or causes of glaucoma. Knowledge here is defined as correctly identifying at least one disease-specific symptom or cause.

Of those aware, a majority (164/263 [62%, 95CI 56-68%]), had first heard of the disease via TV or radio.
Logistic regression was undertaken for factors associated with awareness of either glaucoma and/or hinta anifraye. The dataset was then restricted to those reporting awareness and logistic regression undertaken for knowledge of glaucoma grade 0-4 (as outlined above), displayed in Table 3.

The results from univariate analysis show that both awareness and knowledge of glaucoma were significantly higher in males, church community, those able to speak English and the more educated. Awareness was also higher in those in formal employment. However, multivariate analysis reveals considerable confounding by education. Sex, community and occupation were no longer significant, whilst ability to speak English remained significant only for disease awareness (not knowledge). Education was the principal explanatory factor.

Older age was found insignificant in univariate analysis, but highly significant for both awareness and knowledge in multivariate analysis.

No relationship was found between self-reported knowledge (claiming to know a lot/a little about glaucoma) and level 0-4 knowledge score.
Awareness of Eye Health Services

462/484 (95%) participants reported that they would seek help if they had an eye problem. Of the 449 who gave a response indicating where they would first seek help the vast majority, 411 (92%), would go to a hospital or doctor, 19 (4%) would go to an optometrist and 6 (1%) to a pharmacist. The remaining 13 (3%) had mainly faith based responses with one seeking help outside the country, another advocating self-therapy and one looking to family.

Overall, regardless of first preference, 436 (90%) mentioned either a hospital or doctor as a place they knew they could seek help for an eye problem.

DISCUSSION

The 56% (95CI 52-60%) of respondents claiming to have heard of glaucoma is slightly higher than in other studies among the West African general public\(^{10-13}\), ranging from 3.6% to 47%\(^{10,13}\). One explanation for this may be that several of these studies focused on rural populations, with the exception of one other urban study in Togo reporting 30% awareness\(^{12}\). Conversely, the proportion is lower than findings among West African health science students, health workers and eye clinic attendees\(^{14,15,17,18}\), whose awareness ranged from 69 - 100%. This is not surprising given the inherent bias of these populations.

Similar comparisons can be made for glaucoma knowledge. The current study found 29% could correctly identify symptoms or causes, compared to 0%-3.6% seen elsewhere among the Ghanaian public\(^{11,13}\). Again, this may be explained by urban-rural differences; a study in urban Togo found a slightly higher 9.2% public knowledge of the disease’s relation to blindness\(^{12}\).
Knowledge of glaucoma in our study may be a conservative estimate since participants claiming to ‘only know the name’ of glaucoma were not asked further questions about signs and symptoms. These questions may have revealed additional knowledge in some cases.

In a global context, the proportion of the public aware of glaucoma is midway between findings from other developing countries (2.3%–13.5% in India\(^{28,29}\)) and developed countries (73%–78.4% in the UK, China, Germany and U.S.\(^{26,30-32}\)). This reflects Ghana’s middle socio-economic status\(^{33}\), and implies that awareness, although imperfect, is not as low as previously thought\(^{4,11,13}\).

Education and occupation have both been widely reported as indicators of glaucoma awareness\(^ {10,13,16,26,28-30,32,34}\). Our findings suggest that education is the strongest explanatory variable. The relationship suggests a greater need for health promotion among the less educated in Ghana.

Several studies report significant associations between age and sex with glaucoma awareness. However, findings differ on whether awareness is higher in males or females\(^ {16,28,30}\), or increases with age\(^ {10,26,30}\). Moreover, several other publications have shown no association\(^ {18,32,34}\). Our study found higher awareness and knowledge among males and older age groups; the trend seen among males was largely due to confounding by education.

Ability to speak English was reported to be a significant indicator for glaucoma awareness in a U.S. study\(^ {32}\). The strong associations also found in this study had
a confounding influence from education, confirming the known connection between English language and education in Africa\(^{(35)}\). The findings may support the argument for using local language to facilitate health promotion\(^{(11)}\). In this way health messages may better reach underserved, less educated populations\(^{(35)}\).

TV and Radio were found to be the main sources of glaucoma knowledge, consistent with findings from other West African studies\(^{(13,18)}\). Research further afield, however, reports friends and family to be the principal source of information\(^{(29,31,34)}\). In this study, friends and family were reported as the first source of information by 19\%, after TV (33\%) and Radio (29\%). It is important to note the questionnaire only asked where participants first heard of the disease; respondents may have provided more than one place if given the option. Nonetheless, such information shows the power of media in conveying health messages. These media channels may be further utilised in future health promotion.

Awareness of eye services has been described as a key barrier to health service uptake in West Africa\(^{(24,25,36)}\), and is reported to be generally low\(^{(36,37)}\). In contrast, the findings from this study show an exceptionally high awareness, particularly for doctor or hospital services (90\%). Similarly, the findings in an urban population in Lome also revealed a majority awareness\(^{(12)}\). This may suggest a rural/urban divide.

However, there are two key limitations that should be considered with these results:
• In some cases, participants reported they would visit the ‘eye clinic.’

There was ambiguity here in whether they meant doctor or optometrist. Thus, awareness of optometry services may be somewhat under-reported.

• The questionnaire did not test for knowledge of specific screening or treatments. Judging by the general lack of disease knowledge (29%), a more detailed survey may have teased out true awareness of specific services (e.g. glaucoma screening).

Regardless, most participants reported they would consult professional help for an eye problem, indicating positive health-seeking behaviour. Further study is required to determine if this reflects actual health-seeking behaviour\(^{(38)}\).

A final two limitations are the use of interviewer translation at the time of delivery of the questionnaire, and the convenience sampling methods. Participants who spoke neither English, Twi nor Hausa had to be excluded due to language barriers, thus limiting our inclusion capacity. Furthermore, Twi is not commonly used in written form and no written record was made in this language. Use of a predetermined script would have reduced potential bias in delivery. The training day and continuous monitoring of data collection, (and re-training when required), attempted to minimise this potential source of bias. Finally, a truly random participant and church/mosque selection method would have yielded a more strictly representative population sample. Such randomisation of either religious communities or people within them was not possible given logistic and resource constraints. The study was not a cross-section of the whole urban population and findings can therefore only be applied
locally. The purposive approach applied to the convenience sampling method within our selected population attempted to reduce the probability of potential selection bias.

**Conclusions**

Awareness of glaucoma was found to be higher in this population than previously indicated for the West African general public. This difference may relate to the study of an urban rather than a rural population. However, the proportion still compares unfavourably to findings from more developed countries. Correct knowledge of the disease is poor, at 29%. This implies a need for glaucoma health promotion, as has been previously advocated. Education, religious community, English language, male sex and older age were all found to be significant indicators of awareness, with education shown to be a key confounding factor. TV and radio were reported as the principal sources of information. This would imply they should be considered in future health promotion. Awareness of eye services was high, with excellent awareness of the existence of professional help.

This research serves to shed further light on a field of international medicine where the population have high burden of disease and a real health need\(^{(5,8,9,19)}\). The findings will be used as baseline data for a glaucoma health intervention in the region.
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